MAPSFUNNELS
By Anthony Devine

Testimonial Examples...
Strictly For Information, Entertainment and Inspiration Only

Directions: Below you will find four (4) example testimonials, which you may use as you see fit PROVIDED you are accurately portraying your relationship(s) with your clients. If you do not have any clients, DELETE the testimonials section until you have AT LEAST 2-3 testimonials. After that, you can have up to as many as you wish, however, 4-6 are more than adequate, especially when glowing.

Testimonial Ninja Tip: When asking your client for a testimonial, tell him or her that you are more than happy to write it for them. My experience is that an overwhelming majority will not only let you do it, but will be happy you offered to do it for them because,, well, writing testimonials is not usually the highlight of someone’s day! ;-)


Testimonial Examples: Note - The following testimonial examples are based on legal niche, so in addition to revising and inserting your name, be sure to change to accurately reflect your: a) niche; and b) relationship with your clients, i.e. edit (or delete) specific $ amounts if you can’t define such numbers. It’s NO big (or small) deal as I’ve closed plenty of deals with ZERO testimonials!


"In the second year of our existence, our law firm hired [insert your name] to help us generate clients online. Our return on investment has been nothing short of incredible. We estimate close to $325,000 in new business directly attributed to [insert your name]’s work.  He's the best attorney marketer we've seen, ever!" Mark, Dallas, TX

"My divorce practice grew from about $125,000 a year to almost $1,000,000 a year solely due to hiring [insert your name].  Hands down, he's the best Maps SEO marketer on the Internet and planet." Steve, Irvine, CA

“[insert your name] is an online lead generation expert and genius! He's helped me find prospective clients and helped convert them into my paying clients! I've been blown away by his business acumen, knowledge, experience and skills. I've never seen anything like him in an Internet marketer. He's in a league of his own!" Jeff, Atlanta, GA

"Thanks to [insert your name]’s Google Maps skills and marketing expertise, my law firm's phone has been ringing off the hook and I've been landing more clients than ever before." David, Charlotte, NC
